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Leaving Certificate English Higher Level Study Guide
Firmly focussed on effective preparation for the Junior Cert Higher Level English exam and achieving top grades in it.
A new and exciting modern poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Poetry Higher Level 2014, which takes the mystique out of the exam and shows how to achieve top marks A new and exciting modern poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Poetry Higher Level 2014, which takes the mystique out of theexam and shows how to achieve top marks Poems Useful overview of all the poems for each of the prescribed poets Clear, lively presentation of each poem accompanied by a brief glossary and exploratory questions Study Notes In-depth, accessible study notes on every poem Exam-focused, succinct and user-friendly Clear
discussion of both theme(s) and style Each poem can be dealt with successfully over two or three lessons Analysis Structured analysis of typical exam questions Realistic sample A-grade paragraphs with Examiner's Comment Guidelines on identifying and using relevant quotations effectively Tried and tested techniques for improving personal responses Sample essays Full sample essays and coherent essay plans for each Higher Level poet Examiner's Comments and essential Exam Advice build student confidence
English Essay Writing
Text and Notes for Leaving Certificate English Higher Level
Examstart English
Poetry Focus 2021
Leaving Certficate Higher Level
Leaving Certificate English Higher Level - Paper One
From the internationally acclaimed and Man Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea and the Benjamin Black mysteries--a vividly evocative memoir that unfolds around the author's recollections, experience, and imaginings of Dublin. As much about the life of the city as it is about a life lived, sometimes, in the city, John Banville's "quasi-memoir" is as layered, emotionally rich, witty, and unexpected as any of his novels. Born and bred in a small town a train ride away from Dublin, Banville saw the city as a place of enchantment
when he was a child, a birthday treat, the place where his beloved, eccentric aunt lived. And though, when he came of age and took up residence there, and the city became a frequent backdrop for his dissatisfactions (not playing an identifiable role in his work until the Quirke mystery series, penned as Benjamin Black), it remained in some part of his memory as fascinating as it had been to his seven-year-old self. And as he guides us around the city, delighting in its cultural, architectural, political, and social history, he
interweaves the memories that are attached to particular places and moments. The result is both a wonderfully idiosyncratic tour of Dublin, and a tender yet powerful ode to a formative time and place for the artist as a young man.
This established and best-selling poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level English is the definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2023 exam. For each poet, Poetry Focus 2023 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes on each poem include a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the Poem sections provide sample paragraphs with Examiner's Comments, which help students articulate their responses to the highest standard Examination-style Class/Homework
Exercises develop effective writing skills Revision Overviews provide summaries and visual memory aids for exam preparation Guidelines and sample questions and answers for the Unseen Poetry question Sample Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme guidelines and Examiner's Comments accompany each poet Poetry Focus comes with a FREE eBook! See the inside front cover for details. Gill Education eBooks are accessible both online and offline. Extra features in your eBook: Audio feature exclusive
to Poetry Focus: Listen to Paula Meehan and Derek Mahon read a selection of their prescribed poems Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with Examiner's Comments support students in developing their personal response Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected weblinks Digital Resources for Poetry Focus 2023 are also available to teachers on GillExplore.ie, our resources platform.
Leaving Certificate English
Leaving Certificate Rapid Revision English Higher Level
Poetry Focus 2017
Language Lessons
Leaving Certificate English, Ordinary & Higher Level
Leaving Certificate English Poetry, Higher Level
YOUR ONE-STOP GUIDE TO ENGLISH PAPER 1 Language Lessons is a concise how-to approach to developing the language skills of comprehending and composing. Forty class-friendly lessons create a clear path to preparing for Leaving Cert English Paper 1. Improve Exam Success
Practical advice on timing and recommended answer length
extracts and questions from Comprehending A and Comprehending B functional writing sections
Critical literacy promoted through close analysis of sample answers
Detailed focus on visual literacy texts
Unique 'Word Power' feature provides in-depth study of language Improve structure, vocabulary and expression in written compositions
Outlines the basics that you need to know before tackling essay writing in the exam. Covers comprehending, composing, study of the single text, comparative study and prescribed poetry.
Leaving Certificate English Ordinary & Higher Level. 2004
Junior Cert Exam Skills
Leaving Certificate English Higher Level
Time Pieces
Leaving Certificate English Poetry : Higher Level. 2010
English

Useful sample answers, graded and annotated with examiner's comments
Class/homework exercises in line with recent exam trends
Clear breakdown of marks to show where points can be gained and lost Enhance Comprehending Skills
Creative modelling, sample plans and prompts
Sample essays illustrate writing skills over a range of genres
Detailed guidelines on effective short story writing
Essential grammar and spelling revision Free eBook with this textbook.

Wide range of

Maximise Student Performance on Paper 1 - Remember 200 of 400 marks go for this paper!
Concise revision guide for the Leaving Certificate English Higher Level course, including examination techniques, effective time management tips and sample answers to help you maximise your marks.
Leaving certificate English Poetry higher level 2018
English Revision for Leaving Certificate Higher Level
Poetry Focus 2019
English Revision Leaving Cert Higher Level
English Revision for Leaving Cert Higher Level
Success!
The trusted guide to achieving top marks in Leaving Cert Poetry For each poet, Poetry Focus provides the following exam-focused features: A concise biographical introduction puts the poet in context A synopsis of each prescribed poem provides an overview of the set Individual poem glossaries assist and extend understanding Striking images paired with key quotes ignite the imagination Initial response questions
encourage and improve personal reactions Study Notes on each poem provide a focused discussion of theme and style Fresh, inspiring commentary shows students how to articulate and express to A-grade standard Analysis sections use graded sample paragraphs with examiner's comments Class/Homework exercises are examination-style for extra practice Summary Points provide a snapshot of the key aspects of each poem Leaving
Cert Sample Essays with marking scheme and examiner's comments Updated Sample Leaving Cert Questions with sample Essay Plans FREE eBook available with this textbook! See your textbook for full information. Extra features in your Ebook - Key pop-up quotes selected for each poem - Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with examiner's comments - Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected and
placed weblinks Teachers, take some moments and treat yourself to Frances Rocks' emotive and inspirational keynote speech at INOTE 2014: The Desire to Inspire.
This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2021 exam. For each poet, Poetry Focus 2021 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes on each poem provide a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the Poem sections provide graded sample paragraphs with examiner's comments, which help students articulate
their responses to the highest standard Examination-style class/homework exercises develop effective writing skills UPDATED: Sample Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme guidelines and examiner's comments Revision Overviews provide a concise and visual summary of each poet's work UPDATED: Unseen Poetry guidelines and sample questions and answers Exciting design promotes accessibility Free eBook
with this textbook! See inside front cover for details. Extra features in your eBook: Exciting audio feature: Listen to Eavan Boland, Paul Durcan and Seamus Heaney read a selection of their poems! Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with examiner's comments Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected and placed weblinks Digital Resources for
Poetry Focus 2021 are also available to teachers on GillExplore.ie, our resources platform.
The Leaving Certificate English Syllabus
English Leaving Certificate Higher Level
Key Skills in English
Ordinary Level
Leaving Certificate Poems and Notes for English Higher Level
Leaving Certificate Poems & Notes for English Higher Level
This popular poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level 2015 takes the mystique out of the exam and shows how to achieve top marks Poems Concise biographical introductions to each poet provide context for understanding the poet's work Useful overview of the prescribed poems of each poet A glossary accompanies each poem, improving understanding Exploratory questions encourage and improve personal responses Study Notes In-depth, accessible
study notes on each poem Clear, focused discussion of theme and style Comprehensive Glossary of Common Literary Terms Analysis Structured analysis of typical exam questions Realistic sample A-grade paragraphs with Examiner's Comment Key Quotes and guidelines on identifying and using relevant quotations effectively Sample Essays Full sample essays with Examiner's Comment Sample questions, marking scheme guidelines and coherent essay plans for each poet
Essential exam advice builds student confidence
This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the definitive guide to achieving top marks in the exam
Key guide to film studies
English Revision for Leaving Certificate
New Key Guide to Film Studies
Get the Points!
Leaving Certificate English Higher Level : Words : Comprehension and Composition
Poetry Focus 2018
Exam-focused, student-friendly approach to Shakespeare's Othello from the authors of the popular Poetry Focus. Complete text of the play with helpful page-by-page explanatory notes Clear analysis of key scenes, characters, themes and language Sample paragraphs and full essays assessed with informed examiner's comments Practice Leaving Certificate Questions help students maximise exam performance and achieve top marks
Don't just face exams, ace exams! Less Stress More Success provides all you need to get the best possible results in your exams. Here is your complete course condensed, organised and prioritised: Expert tips on how to maximise your points in the exam Highlights key information for you In-context exam questions help you apply what you've just learned Concise revision guide covering all sections of Paper 1 and Paper 2 Leaving Certificate Higher Level English (2021 and 2022) Essential tips for effective time management and identifying key elements in questions Full sample essays and exam-focused notes on the storyline, characters and
themes for popular single text options: King Lear, The Handmaid's Tale (2021); and Othello and The Picture of Dorian Gray (2022) Additional graded sample essays on Days Without End (2021) and A Doll's House (2022) Comparative study modes are defined and illustrated, using key quotes and comparative grids Specific notes and sample answers are provided on using Philadelphia, Here I Come!, Room, Silas Marner and Unforgiven as comparative texts Examination techniques, sample questions and full model answers with useful writing prompts and examiner's comments help you maximise your marks Martin Kieran and Frances
Rocks are experienced teachers and examiners who have written many Leaving Certificate English textbooks. Martin has worked for many years at both Senior Advising and Chief Advising level for Leaving Certificate (HL) English. Frances delivers in-service workshops for English teachers throughout the country. For more on Less Stress More Success revision guides, go to www.moresuccess.ie. See all the subjects covered and have a look inside any of the titles before you buy.
Poetry Now
Essay Writing and Unprescribed Prose
The comparative study
Poetry Focus 2014
Leaving Certificate higher level
English Higher Level Leaving Certificate Examination Papers

This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2022 exam. For each poet, Poetry Focus 2022 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes on each poem include a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the Poem sections provide graded sample paragraphs with Examiner's Comments, which help students articulate their responses to the highest standard Examination-style Class/Homework Exercises develop effective writing skills UPDATED: Sample Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme
guidelines and Examiner's Comments Revision Overviews give a concise and visual summary of each poet's work Unseen Poetry guidelines, sample questions and answers Free eBook with this textbook! See inside front cover for details. Extra features in your eBook: Audio feature exclusive to Poetry Focus: Listen to Brendan Kennelly read all of his prescribed poems Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with Examiner's Comments Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected weblinks Digital Resources for Poetry Focus 2022 are also available to
teachers on GillExplore.ie, our resources platform.
DON T JUST FACE EXAMS, ACE EXAMS Less Stress More Success gives you all you need to get the best results you can in your exams. Your complete course condensed, organised and prioritised, in full-colour, making facts stick and revision easier. Make those study hours really pay Keep yourself on track for the exam: Expert tips on how to maximise your points in the exam Highlights key information for you In-context exam questions help you apply what you ve just learned Less Stress More Success: ENGLISH Revision Leaving Cert Higher Level: Examination techniques and effective time management tips help you
maximise your marks Expert advice on: answering comprehension questions with sample answers from past paperswriting a speech, a short story and a personal essay Model essays graded with detailed commentary show you how to gain pointsPractical guidance and analysis of sample answers on the comparative question At moresuccess.ie you can see all the subjects covered in the series, have a look inside any of the titles, see the digital options available and get practical help with your study."
Poetry Focus 2015
(Higher Level and Ordinary Level)
Higher Level Leaving Certificate
Leaving Certi?cate English Paper 1 (Higher Level)
How to Succeed in Leaving Certificate English Paper 1 Higher Level
Poetry Focus 2023
All four comparative modes of the Comparative Study in Leaving Certificate English Higher Level are clearly explained using prescribed course texts.
The trusted guide to achieving top marks in Leaving Cert Poetry. Written by experienced teachers and examiners Fresh, inspiring commentary for a top grade! Sample paragraphs/essays with invaluable examiner comments
English Higher Level
leaving certificate English ordinary and higher level
Leaving Certificate English Poetry, Higher Level 2011
Poetry Focus 2016
A Guide to Comprehending and Composing ; Leaving Certificate English Higher Level
Higher Level Papers Leaving Certificate
The trusted guide to achieving top marks in Leaving Cert Poetry. For each poet, Poetry Focus provides the following exam-focused features: ? a concise biographical introduction puts the poet in context ? a synopsis of each prescribed poem provides a useful overview ? individual poem glossaries assist and extend understanding ? striking images paired with key quotes ignite the imagination ? initial response questions encourage and improve personal
interaction ? study notes on each poem provide a focused discussion of theme and style ? Fresh commentary shows students how to articulate and express to a top-grade standard ? analysis sections provide graded sample paragraphs with examiner's comments ? class/Homework exercises are examination-style for extra practice ? summary points provide a snapshot of the key aspects of each poem ? Leaving cert sample essays with marking scheme and examiner's
comments ? Updated sample Leaving cert Questions with sample essay plan FREE eBOOK with this textbook! Your unique code is on the inside front cover EXTRA FEATURES IN YOUR eBOOK - Key pop-up quotes selected for each poem - additional sample graded paragraphs focusing on Developing your Personal response - Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected and placed weblinks Resources for Poetry Focus 2018 are also available on Gillexplore.ie,
our new smart, reliable and easy-to-use resources platform.
Shakespeare Focus: Othello
Paper 1 Workbook (ordinary and Higher Level).
Language in Focus
A Dublin Memoir
Poetry Focus 2022
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